
TCSYO 

    2022/2023 Audition Excerpts 

Symphonic Orchestra – Flute/Piccolo 

Audition Requirements 

1. One Major and One Minor scale up to four sharps and flats in three octaves. *

2. Two prepared pieces, one slow and one fast, preferably an etude, sonata or concerto movement.

You may play multiple movements from the same piece. All-State and region etudes

may not be used. **

3. Flute Excerpt # 1: Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 (Mvt. 3, mm. 144 – 170)

Flute Excerpt # 2: Saint-Saens: Carnival of the Animals (No. 10, Voliere to end)

Piccolo Excerpt #3: Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 (Mvt. 3, Pickup notes to mm. 163 to 10 measures

after letter E)   Tchaikovsky-Sym-4-mvt-3.mp3    Saint-Saen-Volieres.mp3

 Expected skills for Symphonic Orchestra 

1. Full, clear tone with solid intonation, clear articulation, musical maturity

2. Well-developed embouchure and breath support

3. Continuous and musically appropriate vibrato

4. Proficient double and triple tonguing

TCSYO Video Submission Guidelines 

1. All above components of the video must be done in ONE take (ONE video). Do not stop and start

the camera between components. All components must be performed in the order listed above.

2. If you do not like a take, you may try again, as long as your final submission is in one

continuous unedited take.

3. You may not edit, cut, splice, or otherwise alter your performance.

4. Picture must remain stationary: no panning, zooming, multiple cameras, fading in/out.

5. Video framing: Place the video recording device so that you, your instrument, and your full

range of motion are in the frame at all times. Make sure your music stand does not cover your face,

instrument, arms/hands and range of motion.

6. Video must not exceed 8 minutes. Judges will stop watching at 8 minutes. Make sure all the

components of your audition fit within 8 minutes. It is ok if your video is less than 8 minutes.

7. Tune instrument to A=442.

* Difficult scales will receive a higher score than easier ones. However, a well-played scale, no matter

the difficulty, is best. 

**You may choose any section. More difficult sections will receive a higher difficulty score. Skip any long 

rest. 

https://www.tcsyo.org/audition-video/Tchaikovsky-Sym-4-mvt-3.mp3
https://www.tcsyo.org/audition-video/Saint-Saen-Volieres.mp3
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Saint-Saens: Carnival of the Animals (No. 10, Voliere to end) 
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Piccolo Excerpt (opt.) 
If you play piccolo, please prepare the following excerpts. 

 

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 (Mvt. 3, Pickup notes to mm. 163 to 10 measures after letter E) 

 

PICCOLO 

Excerpt # 3 


